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Abstract
Microbial community profiling identifies and quantifies organisms in metagenomic sequenc-
ing data using either reference based or unsupervised approaches. However, current refer-
ence based profiling methods only report the presence and abundance of single reference
genomes that are available in databases. Since only a small fraction of environmental ge-
nomes is represented in genomic databases, these approaches entail the risk of false iden-
tifications and often suggest a higher precision than justified by the data. Therefore, we
developed MicrobeGPS, a novel metagenomic profiling approach that overcomes these
limitations. MicrobeGPS is the first method that identifies microbiota in the sample and esti-
mates their genomic distances to known reference genomes. With this strategy,
MicrobeGPS identifies organisms down to the strain level and highlights possibly inaccurate
identifications when the correct reference genome is missing. We demonstrate on three
metagenomic datasets with different origin that our approach successfully avoids mislead-
ing interpretation of results and additionally provides more accurate results than current pro-
filing methods. Our results indicate that MicrobeGPS can enable reference based
taxonomic profiling of complex and less characterized microbial communities. MicrobeGPS
is open source and available from https://sourceforge.net/projects/microbegps/ as source
code and binary distribution for Windows and Linux operating systems.
Introduction
Recent advances in experimental and computational technologies have increased the number
and diversity of sequenced microbial organisms. Today, single cell sequencing [1, 2] and meta-
genome assembly [3] allow extracting the genomic sequences even for uncultivable bacteria.
With the increasing number of microbial reference sequences, reference based metagenomic
analysis methods became significantly more powerful and popular [4–7].
Although the taxonomic resolution of reference based methods in whole genome sequenc-
ing metagenomic experiments is higher than for other strategies such as 16S rRNA [8] or com-
position based taxonomic profiling [9], these methods encounter a different problem: the
reference genome databases are still far from complete and—due to constant evolution—will
never be. In practice, the often proposed species or strain level accuracy [5] is only achieved if
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sufficient sequenced strains of the organism of interest are available. Otherwise, these methods
are at risk of suggesting accuracy to the user that is not justified by the underlying reference
data when they report the presence of a species in the database which happens to be the closest
sequenced relative to the organism in the sample. For example, the NCBI bacterial genomes
contain the Akkermansia muciniphila ATCC BAA-835 genome, which is the only representa-
tive of the class Verrucomicrobiae in the database. If a related Verrucomicrobium is sequenced,
current tools are likely to report A. muciniphila ATCC BAA-835 without warning the user that
the identified strain has considerable difference to the true organism. This holds both for abun-
dance estimation and for read binning approaches.
This problem becomes evident when considering current approaches for assessing the com-
position of microbial communities via metagenomics. For example, MetaPhlAn [4] is a fast
and popular metagenomic abundance estimation tool which maps reads to a set of selected
marker sequences that are unique for each organism in the database. The marker sequences are
carefully selected such that a read can only match to one marker and can therefore be assigned
to a distinct organism. Therefore, the abundances of organisms can be easily calculated by ex-
trapolating the number of reads on the marker sequences to the whole genome. Together with
the small size of the marker sequence database, this makes MetaPhlAn very fast while the accu-
racy is comparable to other reference based methods. However, since the genomes are reduced
to short marker sequences, there is no possibility to detect or even quantify differences between
the sequenced organism and the reference. Organisms that contain marker sequences of differ-
ent reference strains (e.g. by horizontal gene transfer) show up in the results multiple times and
it is not possible to detect such cases. A second approach based on marker genes is mOTUs
[10], which is inspired by profiling methods using the 16S rRNA phylogenetic marker gene.
Here, the authors selected a set of ten marker genes that are more discriminative for phyloge-
netic inference and do not suffer from differing copy numbers. Using whole genome sequenc-
ing data instead of amplicon sequencing, the reads are mapped to the marker genes and the
taxonomic profile of the sample is calculated. Since the selected marker sequences are single
copy genes, mOTUs also allows species abundance estimation. However, due to the marker
based approach, mOTUs suffers from the same drawbacks as MetaPhlAn. Another recent ap-
proach for both abundance estimation and read binning is Pathoscope [5], a method that ana-
lyzes read alignments to whole genomes with particular focus on reads mapping to multiple
genomes. The program calculates a probability for each read alignment that is used in a Bayes-
ian mixture model. The reads are then reassigned to their most likely origin by finding the opti-
mal model parameters. This allows Pathoscope to differentiate between highly similar strains
even for very low sequencing depth. Although Pathoscope is able to identify the closest related
reference when the true genome is not present in the database, it is not clear from the results
whether the reported organism is a perfect match or not. There is a variety of further tools
available, however, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing tools quantifies the dis-
tance between reference genome and organism in the dataset.
Here, we present MicrobeGPS, a tool that accurately identifies microbial organisms in meta-
genomic sequencing data, estimates their abundance, and quantifies their distances to known
reference genomes. In contrast to current methods which typically estimate the abundances of
available reference genomes, MicrobeGPS approaches the problem from a biological perspec-
tive and finds microbial organisms that are then described with suitable reference genomes.
Here, a microbial organism is characterized by its sequencing depth in a similar fashion as the
composition-based AbundanceBin [11] method. MicrobeGPS searches for reads that are likely
to originate from genomic regions that are unique to one organism in the dataset. Based on
this information, MicrobeGPS creates clusters of reference genomes supporting the same can-
didate organism. The supporting genomes determine the taxonomic affiliation of the candidate
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while the genome–dataset validity score [12] quantifies the distance between candidate and
supporting genomes. This observation driven approach makes MicrobeGPS unique in the
sense that the tool reports highly accurate identifications and abundances in the case of suitable
reference genomes. Otherwise, it describes the contained organism using the closest related
known reference genomes providing a sound quantification of sequence disagreement. The
graphical user interface eases data analysis and interpretation as it provides interactively
browsable results, color representation of quantitative traits, as well as interactive graphs and
taxonomy trees.
Methods
The MicrobeGPS method is outlined in Fig. 1 and is described in this section. The fundamental
idea behind MicrobeGPS is that we use already characterized reference genomes to describe the
identity of the (possibly unknown) organisms in a metagenomic dataset (see Fig. 2a). This ap-
proach contrasts current methods that typically seek to directly identify and quantify reference
genomes (species/strains) or higher taxa in the dataset. In analogy to the global positioning sys-
tem GPS, MicrobeGPS estimates the taxonomic position of an organism in the sample by mea-
suring the genomic distance between the organism and the closest related reference genomes.
In contrast to taxonomic binning approaches (such as Pathoscope or Megan [13]),
MicrobeGPS does not assign each read to a single taxon, but operates on the whole dataset to
identify the taxa present in the sample.
The distance between reference genome and the organism is measured by the genome–data-
set validity (GDV) as follows. Consider an unknown organism in the sample that shares parts
of its genome sequence with a known genome (Fig. 2b). Then, the GDV is defined as the frac-
tion of the reference genome that has a counterpart in the unknown genome as shown in
Fig. 2c. Since the unknown genome is realized as a set of short reads, the true GDV of the refer-
ence genome is not directly observable. In practice, not all shared parts of the reference genome
may be covered by reads (Fig. 2d). Therefore, the GDV is estimated as described below based
on prior work in [12].
MicrobeGPS builds on the assignment of reads to a collection of reference genomes. Based
on coverage depth observed locally on the reference genomes, MicrobeGPS identifies reads
that are likely to originate from a genomic region that is unique to one of the organisms in the
sample. These reads are then used together with the other shared reads to create clusters of ref-
erence genomes, where each cluster represents a single organism in the dataset. The following
sections describe the details of our method.
Local sequencing depth and GDV estimation
Ametagenomic dataset contains sequencing reads derived from an environmental community
of microbial organisms. In a whole genome NGS experiment, the number of reads from each
organism can be assumed to be proportional to its genome length and its abundance in the
community. The reads are sampled from random positions in the genome such that we assume
a homogeneous sequencing depth on the original genomes. Apart from influences such as ex-
treme GC bias, this assumption is justified for the current NGS devices [14].
As a first step, MicrobeGPS requires the sequencing reads to be mapped to a broad collec-
tion of microbial reference genomes. Considering the vast amounts of data produced by cur-
rent sequencers, it makes sense to use a fast read mapper that reports all or the N best read
mappings. We had good experience with Bowtie 2 [15], NGM [16] and Masai [17], but other
tools supporting the SAM format as output are also feasible.
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MicrobeGPS excludes reads from the analysis that originate from highly conserved regions,
such as 16S rRNA reads. Since these reads can be mapped to almost all bacterial genomes they
are not informative in our setup and can suppress the faint signals of very low abundant organ-
isms. Furthermore, MicrobeGPS discards reference genomes without sufficient supporting
Fig 1. MicrobeGPS workflow. As a first step, MicrobeGPS reads and analyzes the SAM files of the metagenomic reads mapped to a set of reference
genomes. Early filtering of the reads helps reducing the amount of data by discarding reads that are not meaningful for MicrobeGPS. Then, MicrobeGPS
estimates the Genome Dataset Validity score and the local sequencing depth of each reference genome and uses this information to extract core reads (CR),
reads that are presumably unique for a particular organism in the sample. Based on the CR and the shared reads, MicrobeGPS clusters the reference
genomes into groups, where each group represents a single biological candidate organism in the sample.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.g001
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Fig 2. GPS principle and GDV score. (a) The taxonomic location of an unknown organism (dark) is estimated by calculating distances to already known
and taxonomically classified reference genomes (light), inspired by the global positioning system GPS. The GDVmeasures the distance between references
and organism: (b) The available reference genome shares parts of its sequence with the unknown genome in the sample. (c) The GDV of the reference
genome with respect to the unknown genome is defined as the fraction of the reference genome that agrees with the unknown genome. (d) Since the
unknown genome is realized as a set of short reads obtained by sequencing a biological sample, the GDV of the reference genome with respect to the
unknown genome can be estimated from the sequencing reads mapped to the reference genome as described in [12].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.g002
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reads or a highly uneven read distribution on the genome. Multiple reference sequences (chro-
mosomes, plasmids) belonging to the same organism are grouped at this stage.
In the next step, we estimate the sequencing depth in the covered regions on each reference
genome. For that purpose we compose a mixture distribution of three probability distributions:
f ðx ja; lÞ ¼ a1  zðxÞ þ a2  Pðx jlÞ þ a3  TlðxÞ:
z is the zero distribution as used in [18] to construct a zero-inflated Poisson distribution in
combination with the Poisson distribution P. Tλ is a Poisson tail distribution as introduced in
[12] to account for skews in the Poisson distribution due to differences between reference ge-
nome and sequencing reads. The αi are the mixing coefficients. This mixture distribution is fit-
ted to the histogram of genome coverage depths of each reference genome using a modified
EM algorithm, providing estimates for the parameter λ and the mixing coefficients αi. Then,
the parameter λ of the Poisson distribution represents the sequencing depth on the genomic re-
gions shared between reference genome and the organism in the sample.
The genome–dataset validity score (GDV) is defined as the fraction of the reference genome
for which there is evidence in the dataset. Therefore, the GDV can be calculated from the mix-
ing coefficient of the zero distribution: GDV = 1 − α1. As shown in the original publication, the
zero-inflated Poisson distribution with tail provides more accurate estimates of the GDV for
sequencing depths 1 × than the negative binomial counterpart. A modification of this ap-
proach to ultra–low sequencing depths ( 1 ×) is described in detail in S1 Text. In brief, the
histogram of genome coverage depths is replaced by the histogram of distances between read
start positions and the mixture distribution consists of three geometric distributions. In prac-
tice, the former approach is used for sequencing depths 1 ×, the latter for sequencing depths
< 1 ×. With this strategy, MicrobeGPS is able to recover the GDV and the original sequencing
depth of an organism down to 0.05× even if the closest related available reference genome has
only low similarity.
The GDV takes values between 0 (reference genome has no similarity to an organism in the
sample) and 1 (reference genome is completely represented in the sample). In practice, GDV
scores larger than 0.8 almost always indicate highly relevant reference sequences. Scores below
0.2 should always be treated with caution, as they may either indicate a very distant relation or
can be the result of spurious read mappings. In a metagenome where the majority of constitu-
ents are unknown, GDV scores higher than 0.2 can be typically regarded as informative, al-
though it should be clear that a species level identification is not appropriate.
Reference genome clustering
Once the local sequencing depths are estimated, MicrobeGPS extracts all core reads (CR) from
the dataset. The CR are a subset of all reads {r} and are defined as





where Dr are the sequencing depths of reference genomes that the read rmaps to. In other
words, a read r is a CR, when it maps to multiple reference genomes with similar local sequenc-
ing depth, i.e. the maximum relative difference between the sequencing depths on the target ge-
nomes of a read does not exceed the user defined limit t (default: t = 0.2). Generally, a higher t
leads to more reads classified as CR because larger differences in sequencing depth are allowed.
This can be useful for datasets with novel organisms or with low sequencing depth, where the
local sequencing depth estimation may be not as accurate as for high sequencing depth data-
sets. CR are likely to originate from a genomic region that is unique to one particular organism
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with respect to all other organisms in the sample: if the read would originate from a non-
unique genomic region and could be assigned to multiple organisms, it is likely that these or-
ganisms have different sequencing depths. However, it is still possible that two or more organ-
isms have the same sequencing depth such that false CR are identified; these cases require
specialized treatment as described in the following steps.
At this stage, MicrobeGPS still works on the level of reference genomes, where it is not clear
how the number of reference genomes relates to the number of true organisms. While a very
uncommon bacterium might be represented by only a single reference genome, the presence of
a well-studied model organism in the sample, such as Escherichia coli, will make a lot more ref-
erence genomes appear meaningful. Therefore, MicrobeGPS creates clusters of reference ge-
nomes in the final step, where each cluster represents a single organism in the dataset. First,
MicrobeGPS clusters reference genomes sharing high numbers of CR using a greedy strategy: a
reference genome is compared to all existing clusters and the fraction of shared CR out of all
shared reads are computed. If the reference genome shares sufficient CR with the existing clus-
ters, MicrobeGPS assigns the genome to the cluster with the highest overlap. Requiring a mini-
mum CR overlap with clusters (default: 20% of all CR) allows accounting for organisms with
similar sequencing depth: the number of CR shared with a cluster representing a different or-
ganism is typically lower than the total number of CR. If a lower CR overlap is used, the meth-
od requires less CR to be shared between reference genomes in order to assign them to the
same cluster. This, however, bares the risk of falsely assigning genomes to the same cluster that
represent different organisms. On the other hand, requiring a high overlap may lead to multi-
ple clusters representing the same organism. If no suitable cluster can be identified based on
the CR, MicrobeGPS searches in a second step for clusters with a very high fraction of shared
reads (default: 60% of all reads are shared between reference genome and cluster). The influ-
ence of this parameter is similar to the minimum CR overlap. However, we set a higher default
value here, as the fraction of shared reads is not as discriminative as the fraction of shared CR.
Finally, a new cluster is created if the genome cannot be assigned to any existing cluster based
on the shared CR or all shared reads. This greedy clustering strategy has two advantages over
existing clustering schemes: First, the number of clusters is not required beforehand as for k-
means [19]. Second, it is not necessary to calculate a full distance matrix between the reference
genomes as for hierarchical clustering [20], which is computationally expensive. Furthermore,
clustering can be sped up if scientific names or genome identifiers are available for the refer-
ence sequences. Then, taxonomically related genomes are clustered previous to other genomes,
reducing the number of necessary comparisons. Compared to other traditional clustering ap-
proaches, such as hierarchical clustering, our approach was designed with focus on low run
time rather than mathematical exactness and proves to be robust in application.
The clustering step has quadratic complexity in the number of reference genomes for the
worst case when each reference genome is used to create a new cluster. However, with reason-
able choice of parameters (e.g., default), the complexity is between linear and quadratic in prac-
tice, depending on the structure of the reference genome collection and the composition of the
microbial community. With the number of readsM and the number of reference genomes N,
the worst case complexity of MicrobeGPS is O(MN2). However, due to the greedy algorithm,
the average case complexity is O(MN) in practice.
In summary, each cluster is built up of one or more reference genomes and represents one
organism in the sample, identified by its sequencing depth and the reads shared between the
supporting genomes. If taxonomic information is provided with the reference genomes,
MicrobeGPS assigns the lowest common ancestor taxon name of all supporting genomes to the
candidate to facilitate interpretation of the results. Discrimination between organisms with
similar sequencing depth is achieved by requiring a minimum overlap of reference genomes
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for clustering such that only highly similar organisms with equal sequencing depth are at risk
to be falsely regarded as one organism. The distances between the identified candidate organ-
isms and their associated reference genomes are given by the GDV and allow estimating the
taxonomic identity of the organism.
Experiments & Results
In this section, we present experimental results that demonstrate on the one hand that
MicrobeGPS provides more accurate community composition estimates than previous ap-
proaches and on the other hand that MicrobeGPS provides a new quality in analyzing microbi-
al communities. The former is demonstrated on artificial metagenomic data allowing
comparison of different tools to a gold standard. For the latter, we reanalyze two different real
microbial communities that are challenging and highlight the benefits of MicrobeGPS.
Comparison on artificial mock community
We compared MicrobeGPS to other methods on the Human Microbiome Project (HMP)
Mock Community (MC) metagenomic dataset [21] which is an in vitro synthetic mixture of 21
known bacteria. Although the complexity is below that of typical metagenomes, this dataset is
particularly suitable as it includes all typical problems occurring in real data that can hardly be
reproduced in simulated datasets such as GC bias, read noise, or mutations. Originally, two
mixtures were created: one with even abundance profile, i.e. all organisms are about equally
abundant, and one with staggered abundance profile, where the abundances spread over sever-
al orders of magnitude. We used the staggered data set because it resembles a natural abun-
dance distribution and is more challenging for the tools. The Illumina sequencing data of the
staggered abundance distribution mixture are available from NCBI SRA (accession
SRX055381) and contain 7.9 million 75 bp reads. We analyzed the community composition of
MC with the state-of-the-art methods Pathoscope [5], MetaPhlAn [4], and mOTUs [10] and
compared results with MicrobeGPS. Both MicrobeGPS and Pathoscope build upon the align-
ment of the metagenomic reads to a database of microbial reference genomes. As reference ge-
nome database, we used the HMP [22] and the NCBI [23] bacterial reference genomes for both
tools. The reads were mapped with Bowtie 2 (v. 2.1.0, parameters—fast -p 12—no-unal -k 60)
to both reference databases for further processing with Pathoscope 1.0 and MicrobeGPS 1.0.0
(Linux binaries). We used default parameters for Pathoscope and configured MicrobeGPS to
discard reads mapping to more than 50 references and consider only references with 10 or
more unique reads. MetaPhlAn 1.7.7 and mOTUs (standalone version) are shipped with their
own curated sets of marker genes for identification. Both tools were configured as suggested in
the manuals; MetaPhlAn was set to report species level abundance estimates. On the same
hardware, the run time of the marker gene based methods MetaPhlAn (2:19 min) and mOTUs
(10:53 min) was lower than for Pathoscope (15:08 min) and MicrobeGPS (31:37 min).
MicrobeGPS reported 24 (HMP) and 23 (NCBI) candidate organisms, Pathoscope reported
abundance estimates for 828 (NCBI) and 690 (HMP) reference sequences. MetaPhlAn re-
ported abundance estimates for 32 species, mOTUs for 16 species. We sorted the results by es-
timated abundances and selected the Nmost abundant identifications of each tool and
compared the results to the ground truth. For each N, we calculated the sensitivity, false posi-
tive rate and precision for the selected set. Plotting the sensitivity against the false positive rate
allowed to determine receiver operator characteristic (ROC) for each tool. Additionally, we cal-
culated the F-measure [24]—the harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision—for all N and re-
port its maximum for each setup. The quantitative measures are summarized in Table 1.
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Pathoscope reports substantially longer lists of identified (and sometimes highly similar) ref-
erence genomes than the other tools. Often, it is not clear to the user if they are all in the sample
or only some of them. To make the results of Pathoscope comparable, we only used the top 60
most abundant organisms for the comparison, which corresponds to a relative abundance cutoff
of 10−5. For both NCBI and HMP references, MicrobeGPS reports better results than Patho-
scope, both in terms of F-measure and AUC (see Fig. 3). Best performance is achieved with
NCBI genomes, where MicrobeGPS correctly identified 19 among the first 20 reported organ-
isms. MetaPhlAn is comparable to MicrobeGPS with HMP reference genomes and better than
Pathoscope. Although mOTUs had no false positive identification, only 16 out of 21 organisms
were found. Even more pronounced than in MetaPhlAn, mOTUs misses the low abundant or-
ganisms in the sample that are correctly captured by MicrobeGPS and Pathoscope. This had neg-
ative influence on the sensitivity of mOTUs, yielding a comparably low F-measure and AUC.
The main error sources of MicrobeGPS are missing genomes in the reference databases and
false positive identifications. For example, HMP lacks Streptococcus pneumoniae and Deinococ-
cus radiodurans reference genomes. For D. radiodurans, MicrobeGPS and Pathoscope report
the closest available relative, Deinococcus deserti. However, from the Pathoscope output it does
not become clear that D. deserti is not a perfect match. In contrast, MicrobeGPS reports a low
GDV score (0.02) and high mapping error rate (0.12) here, indicating that the candidate is dis-
tantly related but not identical to D. deserti. The number of false positive identifications from
MicrobeGPS is lower than from Pathoscope or MetaPhlAn. On the other hand, MicrobeGPS
identifies more correct organisms (NCBI: 19, HMP: 18) in the sample than mOTUs (16). Addi-
tionally, the false identifications receive low quality scores in MicrobeGPS and can therefore be
spotted easily in the graphical user interface. However, we observed one exception, Stenotro-
phomonas maltophilia, which was detected by all three tools and received a considerably high
(0.76) GDV score in MicrobeGPS, but was not listed in the MC dataset ground truth. The
unique read matches to S. maltophilia were verfied via BLAST search. Therefore, we speculate
that S. maltophilia was actually present in the sample, probably as contamination.
While other Streptococci were present in the dataset and reported by the tools, the very low
abundant S. pneumoniae was neither detected nor explained by a closely related genome by
any of the tools. Instead, MicrobeGPS assigned the S. pneumoniae genome to the Streptococcus
mutans candidate such that it could only be identified as separate organism via manual inspec-
tion of the reference genomes supporting the S. mutans candidate. Although MetaPhlAn
should in principle be able to recover such situations, it fails to make the score and only reports
one out of three Streptococci.
Table 1. Comparison of taxonomic profiling methods on HMP mock community data. We compared
the four tools MetaPhlAn, mOTUs, Pathoscope, and MicrobeGPS. For Pathoscope and MicrobeGPS, we
used two different reference genome sets, HMP and NCBI (see text). For each tool, we report the overall
precision and sensitivity with respect to the ground truth. The maximum F-measure and the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) were calculated comparing the N most abundant identifications to the ground truth.
Highest scores are written in bold font. For Pathoscope, we manually applied a relative abundance
cutoff of 10−5.
Method Precision Recall F-measure AUC
MetaPhlAn 0.9048 0.6129 0.8372 0.8738
mOTUs 1.0000 0.7619 0.8649 0.7619
Pathoscope (NCBI) 0.3333 0.9524 0.5714 0.8419
Pathoscope (HMP) 0.3947 0.7143 0.7222 0.7031
MicrobeGPS (NCBI) 0.8261 0.9048 0.9268 0.9032
MicrobeGPS (HMP) 0.7500 0.8571 0.8372 0.8503
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.t001
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Taken together, this experiment showed that MicrobeGPS is able to estimate microbial
community compositions more accurately than previous approaches. In cases where the identi-
fied organism did not agree with the reference genomes, MicrobeGPS quantified the divergence
between sequenced organism and reference genome with the GDV score. MicrobeGPS there-
fore allows differentiating between cases where the suitable reference genome was available and
cases where a distantly related genome had to be selected as representative. This differentiation
is not possible for MetaPhlAn and Pathoscope.
Application to human gut microbiome
We further analyzed three human gut metagenomes with MicrobeGPS to evaluate its potential
on real data. The datasets (IDs 1122, 2535, and 2638) were acquired from diarrhea patients
during the Shiga-toxigenic E. coli (STEC) outbreak in Germany, 2011 [25] and were down-
loaded from NCBI SRA (accessions ERX237457, ERX234998, ERX237461). The datasets con-
tained between 332,257 and 879,176 paired-end reads with length 2×151 bp. Clinical tests
identified a Clostridium difficile infection in dataset 1122 and high abundances of STEC in
Fig 3. Evaluation of taxonomic profiling tools on in vitrometagenomes.We compared MicrobeGPS to Pathoscope [5], MetaPhlAn [4], and mOTUs [10]
on the in vitro HMPmock community dataset [21] with known composition. The number of true and false positive identifications among the topN, N 60,
reported organisms were counted and ROC curves were calculated. The large circle indicates the point of maximum F-measure for each method.
MicrobeGPS outperforms the other methods both in terms of AUC and F-measure. MicrobeGPS in combination with the NCBI reference genomes provide
the best results, both in terms of F-measure and AUC.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.g003
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datasets 2535 and 2638. We reanalyzed the three datasets and used the NCBI bacterial genomes
as reference database. For testing purposes, we also removed the STEC reference sequence
from the set of reference genomes. The reads were mapped with Bowtie 2 using the same set-
tings as in the first experiment. MicrobeGPS was configured to report genomes with at least
one uniquely matching read.
MicrobeGPS presented 41 candidate organisms for dataset 1122, indicating a higher com-
plexity than the MC dataset. In accordance with the diagnosed C. difficile infection, we found a
candidate supported by five C. difficile genomes and being closest related to C. difficile Bl9.
However, the reported GDV score is low (0.23) and suggests that the infecting strain differs
from all strains available in the database. Higher GDV scores are reported for candidates sup-
ported by Alistipes finegoldii (0.81) or Bacteroides vulgatus (0.79). The most abundant candi-
date (A. finegoldii, 232,090 reads) and the smallest highly relevant candidate (Eggerthella lenta,
80 reads) differ by a factor of 2901 in their abundance. Nevertheless, the typical gut bacterium
E. lenta is a highly valid candidate since most reads mapped uniquely and the reads are homo-
geneously distributed over the genome (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value below 0.05).
The most abundant candidate in datasets 2535 and 2638 was closely related to E. coli, how-
ever, none of the supporting references could be identified as perfect match since STEC was
not part of the reference database. When added to the database, STEC was the most abundant
supporting genome and was identified as almost perfect match (GDV = 0.99), as shown in
Fig. 4. This is contrasting to dataset 1122, where the E. coli candidate had lower abundance and
Fig 4. Identification of STEC strains in human gut metagenomes. Three human gut metagenome
datasets [25], one of them without (1122) and two with STEC infection (2535, 2638), were analyzed with
MicrobeGPS. MicrobeGPS identified one E. coli–related candidate in each dataset. In the datasets with
STEC infection, MicrobeGPS finds the highest GDV scores for different STEC strains, showing almost
perfect agreement between the sequenced organism and reference genome. In dataset 1122, MicrobeGPS
only finds other E. coli strains with much lower GDV scores, indicating correctly that this sample was not
infected with STEC.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.g004
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the supporting reference genomes had lower GDV; the STEC genomes were not reported as
supporting genomes for the E. coli candidate. Since E. coli is a common human gut bacterium,
we expect that the non-pathogenic E. coli was also present in the datasets 2535 and 2638, but
was assigned to the same candidate as the high abundant STEC due to the high sequence simi-
larity. This challenging scenario could benefit follow-up analyses with tools specialized to dif-
ferentiating highly similar organisms in metagenomic samples, such as GASiC [26]. Although
no C. difficile infection was diagnosed for both samples, MicrobeGPS identified candidates
mainly supported by C. difficile in both datasets, similarly to dataset 1122. This may not neces-
sarily be wrong since C. difficile is a common gut bacterium, but shows that using this set of ge-
nomes does not allow the distinction between pathogenic and non-pathogenic C. difficile
strains.
Altogether, this experiment demonstrated the ability of MicrobeGPS handling real data and
identifying the correct strain if available and locating the candidate as good as possible
otherwise.
Reanalysis of Lake Lanier metagenome
Our method is not restricted to the analysis of human-associated microbiomes and is particu-
larly suitable for the exploration of communities with few known reference genomes. There-
fore, we reanalyzed the Lake Lanier freshwater metagenome datasets (AUG1, AUG2, SEPT,
NOV) [27, 28], a series of four datasets from the same location at different time points. In the
original study, the authors assessed the community composition by means of 16S rRNA gene
amplicon sequencing and by assembling the metagenomic sequencing reads into contigs and
subsequently identifying genes in the sequences. These genes were then searched in databases
of all sequenced bacterial and archaeal genomes. Here, MicrobeGPS offers a third way, since
the metagenomic sequencing reads are used directly to infer the composition of the communi-
ty. Therefore, we downloaded the published datasets from NCBI SRA (accessions SRX039150,
SRX039152, SRX039381, SRX039382). The dataset sizes were between 13.6 million (SEPT) and
17.1 million (NOV) 2×101 bp paired-end reads. The NCBI bacterial genomes served as refer-
ence database for MicrobeGPS and reads were mapped with Bowtie 2 using the same settings
as in the previous experiments. MicrobeGPS was used with default settings.
These datasets posed a particularly challenging problem to MicrobeGPS since only about
1% of the reads in each dataset could be mapped to the NCBI bacterial genomes database, indi-
cating that the freshwater metagenome is still far less studied than other environments such as
the human microbiome.
MicrobeGPS identified between 165 and 238 candidate organisms per dataset from 15 bac-
terial phyla (see Fig. 5), indicating a much higher community complexity than the MC or
STEC datasets. However, the MicrobeGPS quality measures clearly pointed out that the majori-
ty of detected candidates diverge strongly from the genomic material in the sample: The highest
observed GDV score was 0.45 (Anabaena Sp. 90 in AUG1), but the majority of GDV scores
were below 0.05. This indicates that the available reference genome sequences are not suitable
for species accurate identification in these datasets and the low scores warn the user that each
individual candidate should be treated with caution.
Nevertheless, when looking at a more coarse level, we obtained more meaningful results and
our observations largely agreed with the results presented in the original studies. Both ap-
proaches reported Proteobacteria as the most abundant phylum and all originally reported
phyla were also identified by MicrobeGPS. Our overall estimated abundances show patterns
similar to the assembled contigs approach presented in File S1, Figure S4 in [28]. Also the tem-
poral variations could be reproduced with MicrobeGPS: while the relative abundances of
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Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Verrucomicrobia were relatively stable over all datasets, we
also observed a significant drop of abundance for Cyanobacteria in the NOV dataset and an in-
crease of Bacteroidetes. Planctomycetes, which were hardly detected in the 16S analysis, show
highest abundances in the SEPT dataset in both the assembly based and MicrobeGPS analysis.
However, we also observed that the structure of the reference genome database influenced
the relative abundance quantification of the different phyla. The 16S approach detected higher
fractions of Cyanobacteria and Verrucomicrobia than MicrobeGPS, but lower fractions of Pro-
teobacteria. We attribute this skew to the uneven representation of the phyla in the reference
database: the database contained 1104 Proteobacteria genomes, but only 71 Cyanobacteria and
4 Verrucomicrobia genomes. This limitation is inherent to reference genome based approaches
and was also observed in the assembly based analysis [28].
Fig 5. High level taxonomic analysis of freshwater metagenome.We estimated the composition of the four Lake Lanier metagenomic time series
datasets [27] on the phylum level (Proteobacteria were expanded to the class level), since species accurate identification was not possible due to low
coverage and insufficient similarity to reference genomes. MicrobeGPS detected all phyla reported in the original study based on 16S amplicons and
assembled contigs with comparable abundances and showed temporal abundance shifts similar to the other approaches.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.g005
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For comparison, we profiled the four Lake Lanier datasets with MetaPhlAn and compared
the results to the analysis in the original study and to MicrobeGPS. We used the reference se-
quence database provided by MetaPhlAn in combination with the Bowtie 2 mapper, as sug-
gested in the MetaPhlAn manual. MetaPhlAn was configured to report abundances for all
taxonomic levels (—tax_lev = a). All datasets were analyzed separately. The estimated abun-
dances are shown in Table 2.
In contrast to MicrobeGPS, MetaPhlAn detected only 3–5 phyla and 6–9 different species
with varying abundances in the datasets without providing any information about the accuracy
of the results. These results suggest a community complexity far lower than what one would ex-
pect for a freshwater metagenome and than what was observed in the original study and the
MicrobeGPS analysis. Furthermore, most MetaPhlAn abundance estimates do not coincide
with the other approaches. For example, Cyanobacteria abundance was estimated between 59%
and 74% in the first three datasets, three times higher than MicrobeGPS. Actinobacteria were
only detected in AUG2 and NOV and Verrucomicrobia were not found at all, although the two
other approaches reported considerable abundances for both phyla in all datasets.
This experiment showed that MicrobeGPS estimates microbial community compositions
similarly to traditional approaches like manual assembly and 16S based taxonomic profiling
even on challenging datasets, where other methods have severe problems.
Discussion
Reference based taxonomic profiling is currently the most accurate way of assessing the com-
position of microbial communities as it allows—in principle—strain accurate identification of
organisms in metagenomes. However, current tools tend to overestimate their accuracy as they
report a specific strain or species as present when the dataset contains a previously unknown
related organism. We demonstrated that the user has in practice no possibility to differentiate
between cases with strain accurate identification and identification of a related organism.
Therefore, we introduced MicrobeGPS, a novel approach to the taxonomic profiling prob-
lem which is beneficial in two ways. First, MicrobeGPS provides more accurate community
composition estimates than other reference based methods. Second and more important,
MicrobeGPS identifies candidate organisms by their sequencing depth and recruits known ref-
erence genomes supporting the candidate. The quality measures calculated for each detected
candidate organism allow the user to judge the quality and reliability of the identification.
Thereby, unknown organisms that are not represented in current reference genome collections
can be evaluated critically and their supporting reference genomes provide valuable informa-
tion about the organism’s taxonomic affiliation. Here, MicrobeGPS is far ahead of related tools
that only report estimated abundances for hundreds of genomes without any other quality
Table 2. Reanalysis of the Lake Lanier metagenomic datasets with MetaPhlAn. The numbers are the
estimated percentage abundances on the phylum level. A dash indicates that the phylum was not detected
by MetaPhlAn in the dataset.
Dataset AUG1 AUG2 SEPT NOV
Cyanobacteria 73.3 59.9 59.3 3.6
Proteobacteria 14.2 19.9 30.7 74.8
Bacteroidetes 9.5 10.1 10 14.9
Chlamydiae 3 - - 1.7
Actinobacteria - 7.1 - 5
Chloroflexi - 3 - -
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117711.t002
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information, and thus contributes to the trustworthiness of already powerful reference-based
metagenomic analyses.
The GDV score turned out as a valuable measure of sequence disagreement, quantifying
similarity between the organism in the sample and the available reference genome. Compared
to the average nucleotide identity (ANI, see [29]), a common measure for genomic similarity
which only operates on the regions shared between genomes, the GDV score is designed to
compare an existing genome to a set of sequencing reads and is particularly applicable when
the genome shares only small regions with the sequenced organism. If the only similarity be-
tween the sequenced organism and the reference genomes is a single gene transferred with only
very few mutations from one of the species available as reference to the organism in the sample,
the ANI assigns a high identity as it only considers regions shared between the genomes. In
contrast, the GDV is close to zero since only a very small part of the whole reference genome is
actually present in the dataset.
Our experiments demonstrated that MicrobeGPS provides more concise and accurate re-
sults than previous approaches on in vitromicrobial communities with known composition.
On real datasets, MicrobeGPS is able to provide strain accurate identifications for well-studied
species (such as E. coli) with sufficient reference genomes and at the same time coarse identifi-
cation of organisms where no perfectly matching reference genome is available. This dynamic
adaptation to the structure of the reference genome set is comparable to lowest common ances-
tor approaches while being more informative about the quality and reliability of each candi-
date. When no accurate identification on low taxonomic levels is possible, as in the Lake Lanier
experiment, the user can analyze the dataset on a higher level (e.g. phylum). Here, MicrobeGPS
produces community composition estimates that are comparable to established approaches in-
volving assembly of the sequence reads into contigs or the analysis of 16S rRNA amplicon data.
The benefits of MicrobeGPS come at the cost of an increased run time and memory foot-
print: on the same hardware Pathoscope is about 50% faster than MicrobeGPS. Approximately
one third of the run time is used to map the reads, one third to transform the SAM file into the
datastructures required by MicrobeGPS, and the last third to calculate the GDV scores and the
clustering. The interactive graphical user interface requires that all mapping information is
kept in memory. The memory consumption strongly depends on the number of shared read
matches; in our experiments we observed peak memory consumptions between 1 GB (Lake La-
nier datasets) and 38 GB (MC dataset). Thus, smaller datasets can be processed on a laptop
computer while larger datasets may require a larger (e.g. workstation) computer.
In particular in comparison to other taxonomic profiling methods, such as MetaPhlAn, Kra-
ken, or Taxy [30], it would be desirable for MicrobeGPS to have lower runtime. However, the
advantage of MicrobeGPS over other methods originates from taking full advantage of the
whole reference genome sequence. Therefore, a strategy as used in MetaPhlAn would not be
applicable. Yet, a k-mer based approach, as used in Kraken or Taxy, might also be applicable
for MicrobeGPS. Instead of searching for core reads (CR), one could search for core words, i.e.
k-mers found in different metagenomes with similar coverage. In our opinion, such an ap-
proach could have the potential to speed up MicrobeGPS while possibly keeping the strength
of the current, alignment-based method.
Despite the significant improvement on the status quo, MicrobeGPS still suffers from a
problem that is common to all reference based taxonomic profiling approaches—the influence
of the reference database. Especially in the two real data experiments, we saw that MicrobeGPS
is able to identify on species or strain level when the database contains sufficient reference ge-
nomes, but only finds distantly related organisms if no suitable reference genome is available.
Furthermore, unbalanced databases skew the abundance estimates, where taxonomic groups
with many reference genomes appear more abundant than groups with few reference genomes.
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However, MicrobeGPS reduced the influence of the reference genome database in comparison
to recent methods and makes the problem of missing reference genomes tractable.
While reference based taxonomic profiling could previously only be applied to microbial
communities with known structure where the reference genomes of the most dominant organ-
isms are known, our experiments demonstrated that MicrobeGPS can also be used for taxo-
nomic profiling of less explored communities such as the Lake Lanier metagenome. This result
in combination with the growing databases of reference genomes could pave the way for the
application of reference based taxonomic profiling beyond applications such as clinical diag-
nostics [5]. Compared to traditional methods such as 16S rRNA based profiling or lowest com-
mon ancestor approaches, we showed that our method has the advantage that strain specific
identification is in principle possible, but can fall back to more coarse identifications when ref-
erence genomes are missing. Yet, the approach may still not be applicable to microbial commu-
nities with extremely complex composition and only few known genomes, such as soil
metagenomes.
Supporting Information
S1 Text. Sequencing depth estimation for low abundant organisms. The framework intro-
duced in [12] allows estimating the local sequencing depth and GDV score of a reference ge-
nome down to 0.2× sequencing depth. Here, we present an extension of the framework such
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